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This TAFF mid-election newsletter edition brings you the candidates
in all their visual splendor, along with their platforms and in some instances,
additional micro articles. (JM-US)

For your voting pleasure may we present:

Randy Smith

Fandom is a conversation that began in the letter
columns of the 1920s pulps and now extends around the
world. As active participants in that conversation, we can
look for new ways to expand, strengthen, and create new
and divergent paths of exchange. We truly never know
where it will take us. The TAFF delegate to LonCon 3 will
be able to contribute in some small and unforeseen ways
to that creative conversation. I would be honored if that
person were me. I also promise a speedy appearance of
my trip report.

- recognized something in me that made her buy a
subscription to The Magazine of Fantasy & Science
Fiction for the library; really, as it turned out, just for me.
At the end of the school year she presented me with all
the back issues that she’d saved and these which
became the start of my SF collection that today includes
a complete set of F&SF as well as most other SF
magazines. The point of my story is not about SF
magazines, it's about *people*.
So I was a reader and primarily a reader of science
ﬁction because that's where I felt challenged to think
beyond the box. And in the fullness of time I realized
that there were others like me. Not many, in the pool of
people I knew, but some, and then I heard stories of
clubs and fanzines and conventions.
I'm running for TAFF - not so much for a trip to the
Worldcon; not so much for a trip to Europe, but for the
chance to meet the fantastic European fans whom I've
met through fanzines or on-line groups, and the
fantastic European fans who I *haven't* met through. In
other words, to me the single most important reason to
make this TAFF trip is to meet the fans in Europe, as
many as possible, and to share the fannish experience
as well as it can be shared.

Curt Phillips

Why should anyone vote for me as the 2014 TAFF
delegate? Well, all I can offer as an answer is this; a
little something of my personal fannish philosophy and
what I think really matters in fandom. I started out in
fandom with science ﬁction, as many of us did. The year
was 1969, and I was 11 years old. I discovered the
books of Robert A. Heinlein in our school library, and my
elementary school librarian - Mrs. Jennie Rose Dameron

(Curt as a volunteer big-band jazz DJ at a local public radio
station, WEHC-FM, Emory, VA)
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